This EPA-funded project will provide continuing education, training, and technical assistance to medical professionals, conduct outreach, and develop partnerships. The goal is to educate the medical community on how to prevent, recognize, and treat pesticide-related health conditions.

The ideal candidate has medical training (e.g. MD, LVN, PA-C, RN, etc.), experience as an educator, and great networking skills. If you are interested in occupational/environmental health, this is an opportunity you won't want to miss. Learn about pesticide exposure/toxicology from your new team at the National Pesticide Information Center (npic.orst.edu) and translate that knowledge into training materials for medical professionals nationwide.

This position is located at Oregon State University in Corvallis, Oregon, where a courtesy faculty appointment is anticipated. The successful candidate will be employed by UC Davis Extension (Davis, CA) accompanied by full benefits, and housed at OSU.